We present a publicly-available state-of-the-art research and development platform for Machine Translation and Natural Language Processing that runs on the Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud. This provides a standardized research environment for all users, and enables perfect reproducibility and compatibility. Box also enables users to use their hardware budget to avoid the management and logistical overhead of maintaining a research lab, yet still participate in global research community with the same state-of-the-art tools.
Introduction
Amazon Web Services (AWS) is the umbrella term for all of the remote services that make up the Amazon cloud-computing platform. AWS includes the Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) virtual computer cluster, as well as related services for storage, monitoring, analytics, and others.
We present our mechanism for using the Elastic Compute Cloud as the basis for a research and development platform for natural language processing researchers, students, and professionals. Using a cloud-based platform has numerous advantages. Compute nodes ("instances" in EC2 parlance) can start with the exact same software configuration, including installed tools, directories, and users. In particular, instances can be launched as direct clones of an existing virtual machine, or Amazon Machine Image (AMI). Our Box project creates such a disk image, containing opensource tools of use to the MT and NLP research community. As the disk images are frozen, identically-configured machines can be launched repeatedly, enabling stable and reproducible results. Future Box releases will be as separate AMIs, ensuring that
Case Study
Box was intended from the beginning to be used by researchers without sufficient computational resources to work effectively. Lacking access to a cluster, the experimental results in our dissertation (Axelrod, 2014) were originally scoped for a single 4-core desktop machine. However, that allowed training only one or two MT systems per week; not conducive to training a thousand systems and graduating efficiently. We therefore architected a workflow to use Amazon's Elastic Compute Cloud to mimic a traditional filesystem and cluster. For financial reasons, we also prioritized not leaving machines idle.
1 This workflow is independent of Box itself: each Box instance is also designed to be launched and used as a standalone development machine. What follows is only one possible way of using Box.
Instance Specifications
We primarily used three sizes of general-purpose Amazon EC2 instances. Specs for the current generation of instances are listed in Table 1. 2 It is worth mentioning that instance pricing appears to decrease slightly over time. A medium instance suffices for training a Moses system on TED-sized data (150k sentence pairs) in a few hours, for a negligible cost. A medium instance can also be used to run just the Moses decoder using translation models that have been filtered down to match a particular test set. A large instance is suitable for training up to around 1.5M sentence pairs, or most of Europarl, in under a day. For larger corpora we used the xlarge instance type, and found that the extra cores meant that 2M sentences trained faster on an xlarge than 1M on a large. 
Workflow
The Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud can be used effectively while only running the smallest (and cheapest) possible machine (a *.micro instance) full-time. The cluster nodes -termed EC2 instances -cost more, and thus are launched for particular experiments and terminated immediately afterward. The micro instance (the home instance) is a regular Linux machine, not a Box clone, and it acts as a gateway machine. The home instance is the white box in the upper right of Figure 1 .
The home instance has a very large storage volume attached (volumes are only accessible if they are mounted to a running instance). This large volume, shown as a large circle in the lower right of Figure 1 , acts as central filesystem storage for corpora and experimental results. This avoids the need to upload or download large amounts of data to the Box instances. Amazon charges users to transfer data, and transferring data between EC2 instances is faster and cheaper than between EC2 and the nonAmazon world. As such, it is more efficient to transfer all data at once.
Corpora that are going to be passed to multiple Box instances should be stored in a data snapshot (shown as the grey circle in the lower left of Figure 1) . This snapshot can then be cloned into new volumes for each experimental node. These cloned volumes are the white circles in the middle of Figure 1 .
Amazon Machine Images (the AMI is the grey box in the upper left of Figure 1 ) are snapshots of computers. The AMI is used to launch new machines called instances, which are the white boxes in the middle of Figure 1 . While the instances can have different hardware configurations, they all have the same installed software and setup. The new volumes are attached to the new instances, and the experiments are run. Box instances are configured to be ordinary (yet powerful) computers, so experimentation can either be done by manually logging in to each instance and issuing commands in a normal session, or via writing the entire experiment as a single shell script and then executing the job on the Box instance. After the jobs finish, we store the experimental output on the volume attached to each node. The results are illustrated as grey content on the white data volumes in Figure 1 . Having each instance work in a directory on an attached volume protects the results from accidental termination of the instance, which deletes all data stored on the instance itself. It is also a cost-saving measure, as some cheap instances have little disk space included, and an additional volume is much cheaper than a larger instance.
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The experimental results are copied from the attached volumes to the central storage volume, and then the instances are killed and the volumes deleted, as shown in Figure 2 . 
Reproducibility
We used the first (alpha) version of Box for all of the dissertation experiments, run over a two year span. While revising the final document, we were able to re-run experiments from 18 months prior and compare against newer work. This reproducibility is difficult to achieve even when a researcher has complete control of their development environment, as once tools are updated they are rarely rolled back even if they could be. With Box this is easy, as the development environment can be updated as needed, but older versions remain frozen yet in running order.
Signing up for the Elastic Compute Cloud
To work on the Amazon Web Services cloud, users need: an Amazon.com account, a telephone number (for account confirmation), and a method of payment and billing address. There is no charge to set up an account, and there is a year-long free usage tier for new customers. There are how-to videos 4 for creating an AWS account, launching instances, and more.
Setup process
The setup process 5 must be done only once, and is as follows: 1. Make an AWS account.
Visit aws.amazon.com, click "sign up", 6 and fill out the forms as instructed. 2. Create AWS security keys (optional).
These are for using the command-line interface to the AWS account instead of the browser. They are not necessary if the user is prefers to use only the browser's GUI console to launch and manage their cluster usage. The names "Access Key" and "Secret Access Key" as used by Amazon may be confusing. They are simply a username/password pair that can be changed independently of the AWS account name and password. The keys can be generated from the Identity and Access Management (IAM) console, via User Actions → Manage Access Keys → Create Access Key 7 . 3. Get SSH keys. This is a standard RSA keypair, necessary to log into EC2 instances. It is created via the EC2 console ( https://console.aws.amazon.com/ec2/ ), under Navigation → Network & Security → Key Pairs. 8 The private key will automatically download -only once! -as a *.pem file. Failing to save the private key will render the ssh keypair useless and the process must be repeated.
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The private key must have specific file permissions, and set as follows:
chmod 400 $PRIVATE_SSH_KEYFILE
A Note on EC2 and Geography
Amazon's Elastic Compute Cloud is hosted in several locations around the globe, forming independent sets of resources. http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/ec2-key-pairs.html\#having-ec2-create-your-key-pair 9 Note that the Amazon documentation refers to the SSH private key file as my-key-pair.pem. This implies the existence of an keypair called my-key-pair, but the my-key-pair.pem file contains only the private key and not the public one! This is not necessarily what might be expected. To avoid confusion, we refer to the keypair as $SSH_KEYPAIR and the private key file as $PRIVATE_SSH_KEYFILE, with the understanding that $PRIVATE_SSH_KEYFILE = "$SSH_KEYPAIR.pem".
(e.g. "U.S. East", "South America"). By default, nothing is replicated across multiple regions, but any user can access any region regardless of where they are located, so the current version of Box is available only in the us-east-1 region.The primary differences between EC2 regions are latency, and resource cost 10 . Availability Zones are subdivisions within a single EC2 Region, and named accordingly (e.g. us-east-1a, us-east-1b). By default Amazon will load-balance the availability zones, resulting in some instances launching in one availability zone, and some in another. It can be useful to have everything within a single availability zone to ensure complete interoperability, particularly if volumes will be each attached to and detached from multiple instances. The examples in this work assume the user is using the AWS us-east-1 region and the us-east-1a availability zone, regardless of where in the world the user is physically located. The us-east-1 region is required for the current release of Box, but can be changed to adapt the instructions to other AMIs. The choice of availability zone here is arbitary, and can be set at whim.
Signing up for Box
Accessing a community-made paid AMI such as Box requires first adding the associated product to the user's account.
11 This can be used to grant access to a number of related AMIs at once. At present there is only one Box AMI (ami-1d678876, v2015.05.26) in the product, but each future release will be a separate AMI. This ensures perfect reproducibility, as new Box AMIs provide expanded and updated research tools, but previous Box releases remain static and accessible. An experiment done once on a fresh Box instance can always be done on an instance of that Box.
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Amazon does the association of AWS account to Box product via a purchase for $0.00. As such, users are asked to confirm the payment method and shipping address from their AWS signup, though nothing is charged and nothing will be shipped. The link to sign up for Box is here: https://portal.aws.amazon.com/gp/aws/user/subscription/index. html?offeringCode=49B2A70F. Signing up for Box is free (as in beer). Only the actual use of Box incurs charges. If accessing other virtual machines on EC2, the cost-conscious researcher should note that other AWS EC2 products may have upfront fees or monthly charges in addition to (or instead of) usage costs.
Basic AWS EC2 Operations
Few commands are necessary to use EC2 as a research resource, whether with Box or some other virtual machine. It is useful to know how to:
1. Launch a new instance from an existing Amazon Machine Image (AMI) 2. Create a new disk volume (optionally from a snapshot of an existing volume) 3. Attach a volume to an instance 4. Delete a volume 5. Terminate an instance Of these, only launching and terminating instances are requirements. Being able to create, delete, and attach new volumes 13 is helpful for cloning disk volumes that already contain corpora, so as to avoid having to copy data over every time.
AWS EC2 Web Console
All of the instance management for EC2 can be done from the AWS EC2 console in a web browser 14 (Chrome, Firefox, Internet Explorer, and Safari are supported).
Launching a new Box instance via the console
The easiest method of launching a new instance is to use right-click on a running instance and select "Launch another instance like this one". The second-easiest method is to bookmark the URL of the launch wizard for a new Box instance:
https://console.aws.amazon.com/ec2/v2/home?region=us-east-1\#LaunchInstanceWizard:ami=ami-1d678876
The wizard presents the user with a series of steps:
Instance Type: For building SMT systems, it is important to pick an instance with enough memory for the size of the training corpus. Many configuration options can be found by scrolling down; greyed-out machine types are not available.
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Configure Instance The VPC (Virtual Private Cloud) network type is the default option and easiest for new users. Any availability zone will work, but creating all instances and volumes in the same zone is best (see Section 3.2). Monitoring is not useful. Additional Storage Some instance types do not include much disk space. Disk is cheap, so it is easy to add any desired amount. However, all of this storage is deleted when the instance is terminated. A useful alternative is to not add additional storage to the instance directly, and instead create a new EC2 disk volume with plenty of space and attach it to the instance (see Sections 5.1.2 and 5.1.3). This prevents accidentally losing data or experimental results when the instance is terminated.
Tag Instance It can be difficult to differentiate instances (and attach a volume to the correct one, for example) when many are running. Unlike nodes in a regular cluster, each instance can be given a tag to indicate the experiment or process that is running on it. Prepending the date to the instance labels (e.g. "150524 building Box beta") can help keep the list of instances sorted.
Security Group Box instances are a good way to work on restricted or sensitive datasets, as corpora can be kept completely separate from other clients' or users' data. That being said, while crucial in fixed-location or long-duration applications, security settings are less important for a machine that will be terminated sooner rather than later. The default of "all ports, all sources" is good enough for casual users logging in with ssh -i $PRIVATE_SSH_KEY.pem. Diligent users can restrict access to port 22 (SSH) only, or permit only a particular port from a particular IP address.
After Launch
The final step is to launch the instance and log in. See Section 5.3.
Creating a new storage volume via the console
The AWS console's sidebar has a section titled "Elastic Block Store". Clicking "Volume" → "Create Volume" will pop up a small wizard for making a new volume that will exist independently of any instances. For Type, "General Purpose SSD" will suffice. Select the size as needed, and the Availability Zone to match other instances and volumes already created. To clone a volume that already contains the desired corpora or models, enter the Snapshot ID. If the volume created is larger than the snapshot it is created from, then the volume will need to be resized with sudo resize2fs after it is attached to a running instance. 5.1.3. Attaching a volume to a running Box instance via the console Independent storage volumes must be attached to -and then mounted on -running instances in order to be accessed. In the Volumes view of the EC2 Console, rightclicking any Volume ID produces a menu with the option to Attach Volume. Enter the target instance (the instance name tags from Section 5.1.1 are useful here). Note that the instance must be in the same Availability Zone. The last option is to select a Linux device name for the volume. Single-use instances can generally be expected to have only one attached volume, so attaching all volumes to the same location (e.g. /dev/xvdf) allows all instances to run the same setup scripts. After attaching the volume, it must be mounted. This is done with sudo mount after logging in to the instance.
Deleting a volume
The same right-click menu on a Volume ID contains an option to Delete Volume. This should only be done after copying all experimental output off of the volume.
Terminating a Box instance via the console
The EC2 Console includes an Instances view, selectable via the sidebar. Rightclicking any Instance ID shows a menu which includes an option to Terminate Instance. This kills the instance immediately, deletes everything stored on the instance. Any attached volumes are unmounted and detached, and their contents are preserved. 
The Command Line Interface
Experienced researchers may appreciate being able to script these interactions via the Amazon Web Services Command Line Interface (AWS CLI) tool. The AWS CLI tool is itself released 18 under the Apache 2.0 licence, making it compatible with both derivative commercial works and the open source community. A detailed guide to using the AWS CLI for managing instances can be found on our website.
Logging in to a Box Instance
All EC2 instances take 2-5 minutes to boot after launch. After the instance finishes booting, its status will change to green in the console. The next step in using Box is to access the instance. Either its public IP address or DNS name, found by clicking on the instance in the EC2 Instances view, can be used to log in. The default username is ec2-user, thus:
Once the user is logged in to the instance, there are some optional steps to finish the instance setup. The first is to add some swap space, as by default there is none:
sudo dd if=/dev/zero of=/media/ephemeral0/swapfile bs=3M count=1024 sudo mkswap /media/ephemeral0/swapfile sudo swapon /media/ephemeral0/swapfile sudo swapon -s The second step is to mount any attached volumes: mkdir -p~/exp/ sudo mount /dev/xvdf~/exp/ sudo resize2fs /dev/xvdf Recall the suggestion that for ease of management, all volumes attached as in Section 5.1.3 be labeled /dev/xvdf. These commands can then be placed at the beginning of every experiment script and run automatically on all instances.
The Box instance is now ready for use.
Collaborating with Box
Multiple users can share a single Box instance. For a quick look around on an instance (e.g. to help debug a lab project on a student's Box), the $PRIVATE_SSH_KEYFILE file can be shared with the instructor. As the default username is the same for each EC2 instance (ec2-user), this is a very fast and simple way of sharing access to an instance. However, this presumes a trusted relationship already exists between the two parties. Sharing keys is otherwise anti-recommended for semi-permanent instances open to the outside world, or where multiple users' work may collide.
For longer or more formal collaborations, it is better to add new users. All Box instances are Linux machines with sudo privileges for the main user, so this can be done at will. 19 Each new user has their own private ssh key, and can log in separately just like any other server. The advantage, of course, is that granting access to a shared research instance does not involve granting access to an entire filesystem within the users' organizations. In this way it is possible for researchers to collaborate across institutional (or academic/industry) administrative boundaries, or to teach an online course to students who are not formally enrolled in the instructors' department.
Conclusion
The current release of Box provides access to a state-of-the-art research and development environment to both experienced and new researchers alike. Box runs on the Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud, so it can be used to provide computational resources to those who have none, or to supplement an existing cluster. Standard open-source toolkits for machine translation and natural language processing are pre-installed on Box, putting any user in the position to start work immediately. This enables students, researchers, and developers to contribute to the field without being limited by their computational resources at hand. By this mechanism we hope to substantially lower the barrier to entry for the field of NLP.
